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Abstract. A stochastic learing system is characterized by a non-decreasing stochastic input pro- 
cess {Y(t), t 2 0}, where Y(t) is the cumulative quantity entering the system in [0, t] , and an 
output mechanism that intermittently and instantaneously clears the system, that is, removes 
all the quantity currently present. Examples may be found in the theory of queues, inventories, 
and other stochastic service and storage systems. In this paper we derive an explicit expression 
for the stationary (in some cases, limiting) distribution of the quantity in the system, under the 
assumption that the clearing instants are regeneration points and, in particular, first entrance 
times into sets of the form b: y > 4). The expression is in terms of the sojourn meawe W 
associated with (Y(t), t 2 0): W&4) = E{t ime spent in A by Y(t), 0 5 t < 0). The results are 
applied to compound input processes and processes with stationary independent increments In 
particular, we show that, contrary to a wide-spread belief, the uniform stationary distribution 
characteristic of deterministic models does not usually carry over to genuinely stochastic models. 
# :fljf-q 
stationary independent increments 
1. Introduction 
The following situation is common to a wide class of what might be 
called stochastic input-output systems. The system is fed by an exoge- 
nous (uncontrollable) stochastic input process. The quantity in the sys- 
tem builds up over time as a result. At a certain (random) time instant, 
perhaps dependent in some way on the current 
or the previous evolution of the input pro 
is instantaneously removed (cle&re 
at itself. 
input might consist of customers arrivin 
the queue reaches 8certain size q9 it tr 
an elevator, OF a bus or other vehicle), which IXXIIOV~S all the LNS~O~~~S 
in the queue an& begins ervin them, Qr the input mi kt be the demand 
placed on an inventory system. An order is placed at time 8 for a quan- 
tity q, which is delivered immediately and placed in inventsry e Whenmar 
the cumulative demand since the-last order instant reaches q (that is, 
whenever current inventory reaches 0), a new order is placed and immp 
diately received and the situation repeats itself. The classic economic-lab 
size model of inventory theory has this structure, other exam pies come 
readily to mind. 
Such systems, which we call stochastic clearing svstms, are the sub- 
ject of this paper. A detailed discussion of applications may be found in 
[24]. (Also see Section 5.) In the present paper, we develop a general 
model of a stochastic learing system, Our main concerrl is with the quan- 
tity in the system - that is, the cumulative input since the last instant at 
which the system was cleared - and with its stationary and limiting dis- 
tributions. Because of the simple structure of such systems - specifically, 
the lack of interaction between the input and output processes because 
the clearing operation is instantaneous - we are able to obtain strong 
results, including simple closed-form expressions for the stationary and 
limiting distributions and the limiting average for the quantity in the sys- 
tem. Despite this simplicity and the ease with which our results are ob- 
tained, only restricted special cases of stochastic learing systems eem 
to have been considered in the literature. 
The basic properties of the stationary and limiting distributions and 
limiting averages are developed in Section 2, under the assumption that 
the quantity in the system is regenerative with respect o the sequence 
of clearing instants. In Sections 3 and 4, the special cases of a compound 
input process and an input process with stationary independent incre- 
ments (cf. [t;, p. 1771) are considered. Perhaps our most interesting 
result is that in neither of these types of stochastic learing system is the 
stationary distribution uniform between 0 and 4, the level at which the 
system is cleared, nor is the mean stationary quantity in the system in 
general equal to ~CJ. This result contrasts dramatically with the properties 
of the classical deterministic economic-lot-size model of inventory theory 
and with the intuition of many authors concerning stochastic versions of 
this model (see [ 25, pp. 8 b, l-8 121). In Section 5, we have made some 
suggestions for future research. 
he object of our study will be a stochastic input-output system fed 
n exogenous input process. Output cwurs by intermittent &urirlg 
operations, in which the entire net quantity in the system is removed 
instantaneously. Specifically, let (Y(t), t % 0) be a non-decreasing ri ht 
continuous tochastic process with Y(O) = Q, where Y(l) is the cumula- 
tive input in [0, t] , and F(t, y) = {y(t)~y). LetXI,X2, ..* bethesuc- 
cessive intervals between clearings, and let 
so = 0, Sn=X1+...*Xn, n21. 
Then S,, is the time instant at which the nth clearing takes place. Let 
R(t) = max{n: Sn I: t) 
be the number of clearings that have taken place in [0, t] . 
We shall be mainly interested in the net quantity in the system 
v(t) = yw - Y(q?q,,) 9 (1) 1
and its stationary and limiting distributions, when they exist. To guaran- 
tee the existence of these distributions, some assumptions must be made 
about the input process {Y(t), t >_ 0) and the clearing times S,, S,, . . . . 
A natural setting for such assumptions i  one in which the clearing in- 
stants are regeneration points for the process (V(t), t 2 0). That is, V(t) 
probabilistically restarts itself at each clearing instant S1, S2, . . . . More 
precisely, we shall assume henceforth that the times between clearings 
x1, xz, l ‘* form a renewal sequence and that { V(t), t 2 0)) the net 
quantity in the system, is a regenerative pcess with respect o this 
renewal sequence. That is, for all 0 < s 2 t and all Bore1 sets A, 
PI v(t) E AIS,,,, =s, {V(r), r< s}) =P{V(t-s)E AIX, > t-s} a.s. 
Regenerative processes were introduced in a pioneering paper by 
Smith [ 171 in which it was shown that the limiting average of such a 
process exists in general and the limiting distribution exists under certain 
regularity conditions. In the absence of regularity conditions, 
Ross [‘El demonstrated the existence tit” a stationary version of the pro- 
cess, whose distribution at all points in time coincides with the lirnit~~~ 
distribution when the latter exists, and who 
average. The stat tionary versi n is constructe 
CV+o) =E{JpY(s)ds)lE{XI}, anciifE(V*(O)) < - (equtva- 
lently Ir’Er,,X1 Y(s)&) 1< QO ), then 
1 
t 
? s V(s) ds + E{ V*(O)} 
0 
a,$. and in expectatlsn as t -) 09; 
(iii) if the dWfbutlsn of X1 is nsmarlthmetic [6, p, 3471, then, for 
ally 2 0, 
{v(t)Sy) =P(v*(o)5:y). 
t+- 
Proof, We apply [ 2 1, Theorem 1 ] to the special case of a stochastic 
clearing system. This theorem is itself in part an application of [ 2, Comb 
lary 4] to non-negative r generative processes, First we observe that, 
since V(t) is the difference of two Plan-decreasing functions, Y(t) and 
“J(S,,,,), the paths of { V(t), t i? 01 are of bounded variation in ever’y 
finite t-interval. Thus { V(t), t i? 0) has a measurable modification [ 23 .
Parts (ill and (ii) then follow from [2 1, Theorem 1 (i), (ii)] upon obqserv- 
ing that V(t) = Y(t) as long 8s t < X, . This fact, together with the fxt 
that Y(t) is non-decreasing, establishes that 
increasing in t and hence of bounded 
(v(t)5 y, X, > t) is rlon- 
variati n in every finite t-internal. 
art (iii) then follows from [ 2 1, Theorem l(E)]. 
In other words, the system is cleared whenever the cumulative input 
since the last clearing instant exceeds acertain level cg. We shall some- 
times use the shorthand notation X1 = T(q) to refer to this case, 
By the right continuity of Y(t), if y < q, then Y(t) 5 y =+ Y(t) < q 
X1 = T(q) > t, and hence 
P{Y(t)zzy,IY,> t) =I?{Y(t)‘<v) 9 
Similarly, If y 2 q, then X1 = I?‘(@ > t * Y(t) zSi q i=, y, arid hence 
P{ Y(t) 5 y, x1 > t) = 
These facts lead to a considerable simplification of the expressions in
Theorem 2.1 when X1 = Z’(q). In particular, it fcAows that, for all t >, 0, 
P(V*(t)ly] = 
F(t,y)dt, 0+-q, 
(2) 
To further simplify the expressions, we define a measure jV on [0, 4, 
which we call the so]ourn measure of { Y(t), t >, 0}, by 
IV{& = E(amount of time spent in A by Y(C), 0 <_ t < a} 
for each Bore1 set A c [0, ~0). That is, W(A) is the expected value of the 
Lebesgue measure of {t: Y(t) E .A).Thus (cf. [ 10, p. 21) 
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where 15; is the indicator function of the set S dc a. The interchange of
expectation and integration is justified by Fubini’s theorem and the fact 
that {(s, Q9: ~~Y(~)EA)(~) = 1) = ((8,~): Y(s, 0) E A) is jointly measur- 
able in [O, -) X Sz (since f Y(t), t 2 0) has a measurable modification). 
Now let W(J) = W{ [O,y]), y “r 0. (We follow [6] in using the same sym- 
bol for a measure and its associated istribution function.) Then 
W(y) = i F’(s, y) ds . 
0 
(3) 
Moreover, since Y(t) is non-decreasing, Y(t) <, y for t < T(y) and Y(t) > y 
for t > T(J), and thus 
From (2), (3), (4) and Theorem 2.1, we obtain our basic result: 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose X1 = T(q) for some q > 0 and W(q) < mb Then, 
for all t 2 0, 
P{P(t)ly) = 
i 
wY)lly(q) 9 OIy<q, 
1 
9 Yh* 
(5) 
(I q 
1 v”(t)) = [ (w(q))--’ y dW(y) = q - $ (W(q))-’ WV) dy < 60, 
0 0 (6) 
The followin are immediate core llaries of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
A Under the condttt’ons of Theorem 2.2, 
1 t Q 
7 s 
8) ds 1 (W(q))-’ $1 dwo,) 
0 0 
in expectation as t + 
er the 68nditbns SJP 
nwtk, then 
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Thus we see that the stationary distribution of { V(t), t >, 0) is com- 
pletely defined by knowledge of the expected entrance times into all 
sets of the form {x: x > y}, y <, 4. In fact, it differs from WQ) = 
(Z’(J)} on 0 < y 5 4 only by the normalization factor, l/W(q). Another, 
perhaps more intuitive, way of stating this result is that the stationary 
probability that the net quantity in the system does not exceed y is the 
expected length of time during a cycle (time interval between successive 
clearings) until it does exceed y, divided by the expected total length 
of the cycle. 
At this point a partial answer can be given to the question of when, if 
ever, the stationary distribution of V(t) is uniform between 0 and 4 and1 
when, if ever, E( V*(O)} = 44. (The former, of course, implies the latter.) 
Let q(0) = Jt e +Y W (dy ), the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of W. 
Theorem 2.5. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.2, the s:fAtionary dis- 
tribution of V(t) is uniform iff 
W(y) = by forally 2 0, (7) 
where b is a positive constant. Moreover, E{ V*(t)) = 44 for all choices 
of q > 0 iff (7) holds. 
Proof, The first part is an 
second part, it suffices to 
E{V*(t)} = fq for allcq >I 
all q > 0, then 
obvious consequence of (5). To prove the 
show that (7) is a necessary condition for 
0. From (6) we see that, if E{ V*(t)) = #q for? 
NOW 
rt 4 
l W(y)dy = JydW(y) for allq > 0. 
0 0 
Thus it suffices to grove that t,he only non-decreasin 
tisn of the inte ral equation (13) is of the form W(y) = 
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The solution to (9) is of the form q(8) = b/6 for some constant b. There- 
fore W(y) = by, y 2 0, where b 2 0 since W(y) > 0 for ally 2 0. 
3, Compound input processes 
Suppose that the input arrives in batches and that the successive batch 
sizes (q, 02, . . . ) and time intervals between arrivals (q, r2) . ..) form in- 
dependent renewal sequences. Thus Y(t) = zl!$$) o, , where {N(t), t 2 0) 
is the renewal process associated with (71, r2, . ..). Since Y(t) increases 
only by jumps, 
where (MO), y 2 0) is the renewal process associated with (q ) 02 9 . ..). 
Lemma 3.1, Suppose X1 = T(q) for some q > 0 and the input process 
{ Y(t), t 2 0) is a compound process. Then { V(t), t 2 0) as defined by 
( 1) is a regenerative process. 
Proof. A detailed proof is contained in [22]. Intuitively, it is clear that 
( V(t), t 2 0) regenerates it elf at each clearing instant, since clearing can 
only take place at arrival instants and the successive batch sizes and inter- 
arrival times are i.i.d. 
Let 
be the renewal function associated with (M(y), y 2 0) I$, ppa 182,3471. 
From Wald’s Theorem [6, p. 3801 and (lo), it follows that 
Since X > 0 and U(q) < - for all q > 0 [ 6, p. 1821 9we conclude from 
(11) that IV(q) < em 2.2 and Corolaries 2.3,2, 
und input pro~cel~ses. artieular, we obtain from 
mma 3.i: 
cj and { Y(t), t 
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compound process. Then for all t 2 0, 
&V*(t)) = $ (u(q))-’ y d&y) = q - 1 (U(q))-’ UQ) dy < 00. 
0 0 
The following corollaries are restatements of Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4 
for the case of a compound input process. 
ry 3.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.2, 
as. and in expectation, as t + 00. 
C:roIIary 3.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.2, if the d&tribution 
of r1 is non-arithmetic, then 
limP(V(t)S y) = 
(WvW~qL O~YQL 
II 9 y2q. ’ 
Proof’. If the distribution of rl (and hence of 7,s n > 1) is non-arithmetic, 
then it follows: from ( 10) and the independence of (rl , r2 , . ..) and M(q) 
that the distribution of T(q) is non-arithmetic. The desired result then 
follows from Corollary 2.4. 
Based on these results, we can make several qualitative observations 
about the stationary distribution of the net quantity in the system when 
the input is from a compound process: 
(i) Some of the results have appeared in the literature, notably the 
existence and form of the limiting average as given by Corollary 3.3. Trley 
have often appeared, however, under superfluous assumptions, for exam- 
ple that the input process is compound Poisson. (An exception, but only 
(ii) Not only do our results hold for all interarrivaMime distributions, 
but they are also &Mributkw free, That is, they do not depend in any 
way on the particular interarrival-time distribution in effect, not even on 
the mean arrival rate X (ex that we require 0
curious result and one corn e!y at odds with t usual properties 9f
stationary and limiting distributions in stochastic nput-output systems. 
In other words, in a stochastic clearing system with compound input 
there is no meaningful measure of “traffic intensity” and no critical rela- 
tion between the parameters (e.g., h and cc) that must be satisfied in order 
for a “steady state” to exist. Actually, this fact is not so surprising when 
one bears in mind that, because service (clearing) is instantaneous, no 
.matter how large the net quantity in the system, there should be no limit 
on the rate at which input can occur or on how long we can wait before 
clearing: the system can always recover and hence stability can always be 
achieved. 
(iii) No matter what the form of M(y), W is not of the form WQ) = by, 
since it has an atom (of size l/X) at the origin. Hence, from Theorem 2.5 
we know that the stationary distribution of V(t) cannot be uniform: it 
has an atom (of size l/U(q)) at the origin. For the same reason, from 
Theorem 2.5, it cannot be the case that E{ V*(t)} = 34 for all choices of 
Q > 0. If E( V*(t)) = #q for a partic lar q, it will be fortuitous and will 
have come about because the contri ution to E{ V*(t)} from {y < q: 
We/)/y > W(q)/4) is exactly balanced by that from (u < 4: WCy)/y < 
W(q)/4} (see Example 3.6 below). In cases where WCy) is averagedecreas- 
ing (that is, W(Y)/_Y is strictly decreasing), thtn W@)/y > W(4)/4 for all 
y C qj and it follows from Theorem 2.2 that V*(t) is strictly stochasti- 
caZ2, smai”ler (cf. [ 20] ) than a random variable uniformly distributed 
between 0 and 4, and hence E( V*(t)} < 3. (Also see Example 3.5 below). 
(iv) By the elementary enewal theorem [3, p. 127; 18, p. 2461 
Moreover, if the distribution of oI is non-arithmetic, then W(y) is asymp- 
toticaiily linear, in the sense that, for any h > 0, Wgt +h) - W(y) + h/p 
as y + 00. This is an immediate consequence of (11) and Blackwell’s theo- 
rem for renewal processes [6, p. 34\7]. 
(v) In view of (iv), one expects that the stationary distribution of V(t) 
will approach auniform distribution between 0 and 4 as 4 -+ 00. The 
practical meaning of such a statement is that *(t) is approximately 
uniform when the clearing value 4 is large relative to the average size of 
each batch and the average time between arrivals of batches. This is quite 
likely to be! the case in mrany practical pplications, e.g., inventory sys- 
tXXl!S, 
Q make this concept preciss, we need ta consider a sequence of
stochastic clearing systems with compound input processes and fixed 
clearing level q, in which the bwtch sizes and interarrival times are shrink- 
ing to 0 in such a way that a limiting prcscess exists. Such a limiting pro- 
cedure leads naturally to the class of input processes with stationary ir\- 
dependent increments, and will be studied in the next section. 
Since the stationary distribution of V(t) is completely determined by 
the renewal function ) associated with the sequence (aI t a2, . ..) of 
batch sizes, it is necessary to make specific assumptions about the distri- 
bution of ol in order to draw any quantitative conclusions. We consider 
two extreme cases below. 
Example 3.S.lCxponentiaZZy distributed batch size. Suppose 
P{q < y} = 1 - e+Y, y>o. 
Then U(y) = 1 + py for all y > 0, and from Theorem 3.2 we have 
P{v*(t)ly) = ( (l+PY)lwwqL QlY<q? 1 (12) 9 YZB* 
Thus the distribution of V*(t) has an atom of size l/( 1 + 114) at the origin. 
The conditional distribution of V*(t), given V*(t) > 0, is uniform between 
0 and + The mean stationary (and limiting-average) quantity in the system 
is given by 
(13) 
Thus, P{ V*(t) < y) - y/q and E(V*(t)) -d $4 as either p -+ = or q --+ ~1. 
An indication of the rates of convergence an be had from ( 12) and ( 13). 
Note that, for all finite values of p and q, P{ V*(t) 4 y ) >’ y/q for all 
0 <= y < q. Thus V*(t) is strictly stochastically smaller th’an a random - 
variable distributed uniformly between 0 and q, and {V*l(t)) < 3q- 
These properties may be obtained directly from (12) and ( :3), or from 
the fact that W(y) = (1 +py)/h is average-decreasing (cf. (iii) above). 
stant batch size. Su 
r arbitrary 0 < p < * 
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= 1 +,$fdy) = 1 t [y] and Theorem 3.2 implies that 
(V”(t)=ut} = 
1 
(/41+ 1)” 9 yt=o, 1, a.., [ql 
0 
9 n= [ql + 1, [(I] +2, *o* 0 
That is, V*(t) has a discrete uniform distribution on the int 
[q J . Hence 
tYV)) = 3 Tql ’ 
bus, if 4 is an integer, we have an example of a non-degenerataj stochas- 
ic input process in which the mean stationary quantity in the system is 
. This is true because the contribution to E{ V*(t)) from {u < 4: 
JQ/.~ > W(q)/q ] is exactly balanced by that from {y < q: W(y 
W(q)/q} (ef. (iii) above). This can perhaps best be seen from the 
of W(y) by drawin a line from the ori in to any point (4, W(q)) = 
(q q + 1) and noting that the positive and negative areas between the 
and the graph of W(y) = 1 + [y] are equal. 
or distributions between the two extremes ofexponential nd 
that is, with coefficient of variation between 1and 0 - the 
graph of W(y) = U('y)/A, and hence the stationary distribution of V(t), 
will exhibit behavior between the two extremes of a linear function and 
a step function, If the coefficient of variation is close to 0 ,- that is, if 
atch sizes are cf>neentrated n ar 11~ _- then, for small values of 9, 
W(9) will closely follow the step function associated with the degenerate 
distribution (cf. [ 4, p, 55 ] ). Unless the distribution isarithmetic, how- 
ever, as 9 increases the oscillations inW(y) will damp down and it will 
become closer and closer to the linear function y/p which we know it 
approximates for large 9 (cf. (iv) above). If the coefficient of variation 
is close to 1, then the graph of W(r) will resemble more the linear graph 
associated wjth exponentially distributed batch sizes, Since having 
E{ V*(t)} = +q for some (I requires that W(v) not be average-decreasing, 
we can conclude that this is more likely to occur if the coefficient of 
variation issmall than if it is large. 
recesses with stationary independent increments 
In this section we apply the results of Section 2 to input processes 
with stationary indepe nceforth we shall assume 
that the input process 
(i) the increments - Y(tk ) are m 
(ii) the distribu,tisn of Y(s + t) - Y(s) depends on the length tof the 
interval but not o 
= T(q) for some q > 0 and the input process 
ary independent tnerements. Then Q V’(t), t 2 0) 
rative process, 
Proof. A detailed proof is iven in [22]. Since {Y(t), t 2 0) has stationary 
independent i crements, i is a Markov process with the strs Marksv 
property [a; 9, 82.7; 5, pp. 97-104]s This fact, to the fact 
that first entrance times of open sets are sto ping times [9, 82.7; 5, p. 
1 lo], can be used to show that the incremental behavior of Y(t) 
ing instant is independent and a probabilistic replica of the 
ior before, But, by the definition of V(t), this implies that { k’(t), IQ ii? 0) 
is 8 regenerative process, 
We shall need the following lemma, which gives well-known properties 
of processes with non-negative stationary independent i crements. 
Lemma 4.2 [4, gp, 289,294,425-426,53 l-534; 12, p. 178; 10, p. 1161. 
Let et(Q) be u pssltive function of 0 E [0, -) for all t 2 0. Then the Jb/- 
lowing are equlvalen t: 
(i) #+ is: the Laplaee-Stieltjes transform of F( t, y) = P { Y(t) Zii y ) , t ii? 0, 
whers {Y(t), t >, 0) is a process with non-negative stationary independent 
lncremen ts; 
(ii) 9, = e wtE, t 2 0, where 6 bus the farm 
(14) 
where a 2 0 and v is a positive measure (the Levy measure for ( Y(t), 
t>O))on(O,-)such thatS,“min(l,y)v{dy)<~; 
(iii) there exists a sequence 3/ 1, I)~, , . e of Laplace-Stieltjes tra~rsforrns 
of probability distributions such that, for all t 2 0, lim,__ $En + a,, 
where k,/n + t as n + 00, or, equivalent&, lim,,,n( 1 - $n) = [ = 
-twl log 9,. 
It follows from Lemma 4.2 that { y(t)) = pt, t 2 0, where p is call.ed 
the mean rate of growth of (Y(t), t 2 0) and is given by 
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Lemma4.3 [19,p,398].Ifp=E{Y(l))<-,then Wdy)<=fi~raZZ 
y2 0. 
Smith [ 191 calls the sojourn function WV) the infirzksimal rertewal 
fumtion associated with {Y(t), t 2 0). His proof of Lemma 4.3 exploits 
the fact that a process with stationary independent increments .may be 
viewed as an infinitesimal renewal process, in the sense that it is a limit 
of discrete-time compound processes as both interarrival times and batch 
sizes shrink to 0 in an appropriate fashion (cf. Lemma 4.2(iii) and 
Theorem 4.7 below). 
We are now in a position to apply Theorem 2.2 and Corollaries 2,3, 
2.4 to input processes with stationary independent increments. 
heorem 4.4. Suppose X1 = T(q) for some q > 0, and the input process 
(Y(t), t 2 0) has stationary independent increments. Ifp < *, then 
P(v*(t) 22 y) = I wYm4q) 3 osycq, 1 9 Y&L 
E{ V*(t)} = 1 (W(q))-' ydWCy) =q -- j (W(q))--’ W(y) dy < 09. 
0 0 
Corollary 4.5. Under the condition? of ?‘heorem 4.4, 
as. and in expectation, as t + ~9. 
Corollary 4.6. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.4, if the distribution 
of T(q) is non-arithmetic, then 
Wc.Ym4q) 9 (V(t)*=y} = l I o<y<q, Yh* 
o obtain further information, we must study the properties of the 
sojourn measure In particular, we would like to lknow when IV@) = by, 
l ce by Theorem 2.5 this is the necessary a 
(t) to have a uniform stribution and for 
average of V(t)) to equal for all choices 
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In Section 3 we observed that, in the case of a compound input pro- 
cess, IV@) is asymptotically linear as y + =C This led us to conjecture 
that the distribution of V*(t) might approach auniform distribution i.f 
the interarrival times and batch sizes become small relative to the clear- 
ing level cl. 
To make this limiting procedure precise, for each n 2 1 let ($79, . ..) 
be a renewal sequence with associated renewal process {Nn (t), t-4 6)) 
and let (07, c$, . . . ) be a renewal sequence with Laplace-Stieltjes trans- 
form 9, (6) = E{exp[ -&$ ] ). Let { Y*(t), t >, 0) be the compound 
process with interarrival-time s quence (rn, T!, . ..) and batch-size 
sequence (07, 05, . ..). That is, Y,(t) = ~i=1 &‘) a!. We are interested in the 
limiting behavior of Yn (t) as n + ~a, assuming ihat both interarrival times 
and batch sizes approach 0 in an appropriate way. 
Suppose for a moment hat there is a renewal sequence (rl, r2, . ..)I 
with E(rl) = 1 and associated renewal process {N(t), t 2~ 0) such that 
7” = r/n for all i > 1, n 2 1. Then N,(t) = N(nt); that is, the successive 
a&ivai processes differ by a scale factor. Suppose in addition that 
n( 1 - 3/, ) approaches a positive limit k as n + 00. If N(t) is a Poisson 
process, then Yn (t) is a compound Poisson process, with 
E{exp[-0Y,(t)]) = exp[-n( 1 - J/,(0)) t]. From Lemma 4.2 (iii) it 
follows that & = lim,,, exp[-n(l - $,)t] is the Laplace-Stieltjes 
transform of a process with stationary independent increments. If 
N(t) = [t] , then Y#) is a discrete-time compound process, with batches 
arriving at constant ime intervals of length 1 /n. In this case, 
E{exp[-8 Y,(t)] ) = $ptl (a), and from Lemma 4.2(iii) it follows that 
tit = lim,,, @PI is again the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of a process 
with stationary independent increments. 
Thus we see that our limiting procedure gives rise to a process with. 
stationary independent increments if n( 1 - II,) converges and the suc- 
cessive a.rrival processes differ by a scale factor and are either Poisson or 
deterministic. The following theorem shows that this result in fact hollds 
for arbitrary compou.nd processes. 
.7. Suppose n( 1 - $I,) approaches a positive limit 6, and 
N,(t)/nt + 1 in probability as n + a. Then YJt) converges to Y(t) in 
distribution for all t 2 0, where (Y(t), t 2 0) is a process with statio 
independent increments such that &(0) = {exp[-%2’(t)] 1= exp[-- 
2 0. 
oof. For each n 2 1, let the discrete-time compound process {&(t), 
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t 2 0) be defined by 
WI 
Fn(t) = a; 9 t20. 
i=l 
Since n( 1 - JI,) + #, &(t) converges in distribution to Y(t) for all t 2 0. 
Therefore it suffices to show that the limiting distributions of Y,(t) and 
yn(t) are the same, or, equivalently, that 
lim {E{exp[-BY,(t)]) - {exp[-B:‘,(t)] }I = 0 g 
n-+00 
Our proof parallels Feller’s proof of the central imit theorem for random 
sums [6, p. 258 ] with the obvious changes to allow for a non-normal 
limiting distribution and the use of transforms instead of convolution 
operators (also cf. [ 151). 
Fix ~1 temporarily, and let ak = P(N, (t) = k}, k = 0, 1, . . . . and m = [nt] . 
Then 
]Eiexp[--BY I n (t)]} - E{exp[-8~Jt)l II = 
NOW, since 0 < $,(B j < 1 for all 8 > 0, 
the latter inequality following by induction from the triangle inequality 
(cf. [ 6, Lemma 1, p. 25 1 ] ). Also, since Nn (t)/nt =+ 1 in probability as 
n + 00, we conclude that, if n has been chosen sufficiently large, the surn 
of the coefficients ak such that Ik - wrl > me is < e. For such n, (16) 
then implies 
{exp[ -8 Yn(t)l ) - (cxp[ -BYn(t)] )I 5 
S m(1 - I),(~))E + e. (17) 
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But 
lim{m(l - 3/,z(e))) = lim{(%]/n)} lim{n(l - ii/,(e))} = tk(e), 
n=+- n+= n-+- 
so the right side of ( 17) is <, E(e) te + 2~ if n has been chosen sufficiently 
large, and the theorem is proved. 
The conclusion of the theorem is remarkable: the l.imiting process de- 
pends only on the batch-size distributions and is the same for all arrival 
processes satisfying the condition that N,(t) - nt in prrobability as n + =. 
This condition says that for large 12 the number of arrivals in [0, t] in the 
compound process under consideration shall not be too different from 
the number of arrivals in the discrete-time process with the same batch- 
size distribution. It is satisfied in particular in the special case already 
mentioned: asequence of arrival processes differing only by a scale 
factor. If the same is true of the batch-size sequences - that is, if there 
is a renewal sequence (CQ , 02, . ..) such that 07 = cd/n,, i >, 1, n 2 1 - 
then a straightforward application of the elementary renewal Lheorem 
and the strong law of large nuimbers will show that Yn (t) approaches a 
deterministic process a.s. for each t >, 0. 
Theorem 4.7 can be useful in applications because it cclll enable us to 
deduce the properties of a process iith stationary independent incre- 
ments from the properties of the appro:cimating compound processes 
(cf. [ 14, pp. 23 l-2331 ). An example is given in Theorem 4.9 below. To 
prove this theorem, we shall need the following lemma, which has inde- 
pendent interest. 
Lemma 3.8 [ 12, p. 1801. Let q(e) = I,“r:-eYW{dy}. Then q(e) = l/[(e). 
Theorem 4.9. Let (r,(t), t 2 0), n = 1,2, . . . . be a sequence of compound 
processes satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.7 in which the successive 
arrival processes differ by a scale factor, and let { Y(t), t 2 0) be the limit- 
ing process. Let W, be the sojourn measure of {Y,(t), t >, O), ~2 = 1) 2, - a 
Then W, + W as n + 00. l 
’ In the sense of convergence mmeasure: Wn {X } + W {I 1 f or every bounded intatval 0%‘ UXI- 
tinuity of W (see (6, p. 2421). 
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‘roof. Let 
rl,(@ = i emBy W,IdyI , e~eJ’W(dy} . 
0 0 
Then, by Lemma 4.8, q = l/t, where &(e) = E{exp[ -8 Y(t)] ) = 
exp[--t&t?)]. But, by (11) of Section 3, 
where 
v,(y) = 5 P{cq + .._ 
k=O 
+$5uL 
the renewal function associated with (a!, o!, . ..). Taking transforms of 
both sides of (l%), we conclude that qn = l/n( 1 -- $,). But n( 1 - $,) --p t
as n + 00, and therefore Em,, o. qn = I/t = q. Then by the extended con- 
tinuity theorem for Laplace-Stieltjes transforms [6, p. 4101, Wn + W as 
n+-. 
When the batch-size sequences {a;, o;, . . . } do not simply differ by a 
scale factor, then we expect hat the limiting process will usually be non- 
deterministic. It remains to determine, however, whether there are any 
non-deterministic l miting processes for which WQ) = by, y 2 0. The fol- 
lowing theorem answers this question in the negative. 
Theorem 4.10. W(y) = by, y 2 0, for some b 2 0 iff {Y(t), t 2 0) is a 
deterministic process. 
:oof. WQ) = by for all y 2 0 iff q(e) = JO- emeJ’ W{dy ) = b/e for all 0 > 0. 
But, from Lemma 17, q(0) = 1 /e(O), whel-e @@) = e-t#e). Therefore 
W(y) = by for all y 2 0 iff @,(e) = eateib, that is, iff (Y(t), t => 0) is a 
deterministic process. In this case, since 
t(e)=ae+ j(l-e_8Y)~{dyj=e/b, 
0 
b = l/a aqd v{(O, OQ)) = 0. 
Combi l:ing this result with those of ection 3, we conclude that, if 
the input process to a clearing system is compound or has stationary 
independent increments, then the stationary distribution of the quantity 
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in the system cannot be uniform, nor can its mean value be #q for aI1 
choices of the clearing level q _ > 0, except in the degenerate case of a 
completely deterministic nput process Y(t) = at, t 2 0. 
Our remaining task is to describe what the stationary distribution of 
{ V(t), t 2 0) does look like when { Y(t), t 2 0) has stationary indepen- 
dent increments. Since the stationary distribution of {V(t), t 2 0) is 
derived from W@) by truncating at q and normalizing, it suffices to 
describe the properties of Wcy). We shall use the following lemma. 
Lemma4.11 [lO,pp. 11, 13; 12,~. 184;9, $1.6, l=ll].F~~allt~O, 
Y(t) = at + C J(s) ax, 
sg 
where J(s) = Y(s) - Y(s-), the jump of Y(m) at s. Thus {Y(t), t 2 0) is 
the sum of a deterministic process and a pure-jump process. There are 
only countably many jumps a.s. The number of jumps with magnitude 
in a Borel set A c (0, w) is a Poisson process with parameter v(A), 
where v is the Levy measure of { Y(t), t 2 0). Let a(x) = v((x, -)) , 
x > 0. The number of jumps in a finite t-interval is a.s. finite or infinite 
according as o(0) < 00 or o(0) = 00, respectively. In the latter ease, the 
distribution of Y(t) is continuous for all t > 0. 
The following theorem indicates that a large number of processes i
covered as special cases of the processes considered in the previous 
section. 
Theorem 4.12. a = 0 and u(O) < - iff ( Y(t), t 2 0) is cn compound Poi;s;son 
process. 
Proof. Let a = 0 and h = ~((0, w)) = a(O) < 00 and let G = v/A. Then C 
is a probability distribution on (0, w). Let 3/(e) = $,“e-%(dy} be its 
Laplace-Stieltjes transform. Let &(8) = (expk8Y(t)l I- Then from 
Lemma 4.2(ii), & = e-‘$ where 
W)=hJ(l - e-ey) G{dy) = A( 1 - g(e)). 
0 
nce d$ = exp[ -X( 1 - J/) t] , which is the 
a compound Poisson process. The conve 
Thus, if (Y(t), t 2 0) has no determinis and has at mos 
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a finite number of jumps in every finite t-interval, it is a compound Pois- 
son process and the results of the iast section ap ly. Our attention will 
therefore be directed primarily to processes with a deterministic compo- 
nent (a > 0) or with infinitely many jumps in every finite knterval 
(o(0) = 00). 
= QQ, then W is continuous and therefore so is the 
stationary distribution of (V(t), t 2 0). 
Proof. An immediate consequence of (3) and Lemma 4.11. 
Theorem 4.14. If a > 0 or o(O) = 00, then W(0) = 0. 
Proof. Since W is non-decreasing, it suffices to show that lin-~~+~+ 
By a Tauberian theorem [6, p. 4221, therefore, it suffices to show 
llim O+oo ~(0) = 0: Now q = l/t, where 
E(~)=QO +j(l - e-eJ’)v(dy) . 
0 
If either a > 0 or ~((0, w)} = o(O) = 00, then lim,,, r(6) = 00 and hence 
lim e_, ~(0) = 0, as desired. 
Note that the same method of proof yields W(d) = l/o(O) = 1 /X in the 
case of a compound Poisson process (a = 0, o(O) < -), thus confirming 
the result derived in Section 3 for general compound processes. 
“Theorem 4.15. As y + 00, W(,y)/y + l/p, where 
p = lim t’(R) =a + &zJ{dyj = E{Y(t))/t, 
0 
is the mean rate of growth of ( Y(t), t 2 0). 
Proof. By a Tauberian theorem 16, pm 421 I, 
lim{W(y)/y} = li.m(87&8)) = lim{0&(8)) = lim{l&‘(Q) , 
Y-*= e-*0+ e-,0+ thO+ 
Bpital’s rule. 
lim[‘i@)=a+ 
S-,0+ 
0 
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In the case of a compound Poisson input process (a = 0, o(0) < =), 
k(0) = X( 1 - q(e)) and thus p = -A J/‘(O) = X/p. Hence W(y)/y + p/X as 
n + 00, which agrees with the general result for compound processes (cf. 
(iv) of Section 2). 
.16. If a > 0 or o(0) = *, then for any h .> 0, W(y +h) - W(y) + 
+h/pasy-+m. 
Proof. See [ 19, Theorem 2(i), p. 400, and pp. 407-4081. 
For compound Poisson processes (a = 0, o(O) < OQ), this theorem holds 
as long as the batch-size distribution is nonarithmetic. (See (iv) in Section 
3; also [ 10, Proposition 7, pp. 121-122; 19, pp. 407-4081.) Smith [ 191 
also gives conditions under which W has a density w(y) and w(y) -+ l/p 
as y -3 = [ 19, p_ 4041. In general these are not very satisfying since they 
do not cover some simple special cases of interest (see [ 19, pp. 4 1 l-41 31 
and Example 4.19 below). We do, however, have the following: 
Theorem 4.17. If a > 0, then W has a continuous density w satisfying 
w(x) 5 1 /a for all x > 0, and 
lim w(x) = l/a , lim w(x) = l/p . 
x+0+ x-*- 
Proof. See [ 10, p. 121 I.
Theorem 4.18. As y + 0+, W(y)/y --) l/a. If a(O) = 00 or a > 0, then 
W’(0) = l/a. 
Proof. By a Tauberian theorem [ 6, p. 4221, to prove limy,o+ (W@)/y} = 
l/a, it suffices to prove lim,,, ($7@)} = l/a, or, equivalently, 
lim &+oo #X0/@ = a* But 
k(e) =ae + j?l -e-ey)v+dy) , 
0 
so it suffices to prove 
lim s(l -e’Y)v{dy}/e =z 0 . 
e-*- 
0 
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To this end, we consider the integral separately over the intervals (l,+ 
and (0, 11. Now, for all 8 > 0, 
Since Jlav(dy] < QD, 
lim j(v/@{dy] =O. 
e-+- 
1 
ForO<y< 1, 
(1 - e+)/@y <, 1 
for all 0 > 0, and 
lim{( 1 - e-+Y)/6y} = 0 . 
e-*- 
Since Y is concentrated on (0,~) and Ji yv{dy } < 00, the dominated 
convergence theorem [6, p. 1.091 implies that 
1 1 
lim J((1 -ee- ‘9/0)v{dy) = Fm_ s (( 1 - eeJ’)/Oy)yv{dy) =0. 
e+- 
0 0 
Ifa>Oora(O)= 00, then W(0) = 0 by Theorem 4.14, and therefore 
W’(0) = limy+O+W(y)/y = l/a. 
Summarizing the implications of Theorems 4.13-4.1.8 when a > 0 or 
i 
1 
a(O) = 00, we see that W is continuous, W(0) = 0, and that W(y)/y starts ’ 
off at y = 0 with a value of l/a, which is equal to the slope of W(y) at 0. 
Asy + 00, 
0 
wy)/y + 1 jp = + s 
. 
0 
t, for fixed h > 0, 
ntiable, 
and w(x) -+ 
ne of the most interesting im cations is that, if ae = 0 and 
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or(O) = 00, then W has an infinite derivative at 0. From this fact we con- 
clude that the stationary distribution of (V*(t), t > 0) may be quite far 
from uniform, particularly when both 4 and l/p are small (see Example 
4,, 19 below). 
We conclude this section with an illustration of the case a = 0, a(0) = 00. 
Example 4.19. Gamma-distributed increments. Suppose F(t, y) has a 
density f(t, x), where 
Then 
(19) 
q&(e) = j eaex f(t,X)dx=(l+pe)-t =exp[--t(Qt] , 
0 
where 
i!(e)=lOg(l+pe)= ~(l-eBe~)e-y~~y-~d~, 
0 
so that a = 0 and v{dy) = e-Y/P y-l dy. Thus 
e-YIP y-1 dy = 00 , 
0 
that is, there are a.s. an infinite number of jumps in every finite t-interval. 
From (19) it follows that 
“Y 1 
WY)= jj $ 
00 
e-X/p (xlp)‘-’ & dt 
-- 
w 9 (“0) 
and that W has a [Iensity 
w(x) = L e_xlP 
P 
Moreover, (20) implies that IV(y) = E(y/&, where 
T
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is the sojourn measure for a process with p = 1. Thus in studying pro- 
cesses with gamma-distributed increments, it suffices to study the pro- 
cess (Y(t), t 2 0) with unit mean growth rate, that is, with 
{Y(t))/t = p = 1. 
0.8, 
0.6 
0 0.06 0.08 0.10 
. . . . 
0 0.2 
BY 
0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 
P”’ 
. . 
0 2 4 6 : -g--yg+’ P=- 
Fig. 1. Graph of W(y) for gamma-distributed increments and various values of P. 
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We have tabulated the values of @@) in Table 1 and exhibited its graph 
in Fig. 1. It can be seen from the figure that V(Y) has infinite slope at 0 
and that the slope approaches 1 asy + 06, as expected from Theorems 4.18 
and 4.16. Note that the convergence to linea _y is quite rapid. For JJ 2 1, 
p(y) is within 1% of the asymptotic approximation 0.68 +y indicated by 
the dashed line on Fig. 1. 
The different scales in Fig. 1 indicate the effect of varying the mean 
rate of growth p. Because of the “recovery” property of stochastic clear- 
ing systems, any value of p, 0 < p < 00, is theoretically possible. The 
effect on the stationary distribution of { V(t), t 2 0) of varying p for 
fixed 4 > 0 is the same as that of varying 4 for fixed p > 0. It is easily 
seen from the figure that small values of p (large values of 4) result in a 
stationary distribution in which the linear portion of WV) predominates 
and the distribution is nearly uniform, whereas large values of p (small 
values of 4) lead to a stationary distribution in which the portion of 
PQ) close to 0 predominates and the distribution is very far from being 
uniform. 
5. Comments, extensions and generalizations 
As suggested in the introduction, the stochastic clearing model seems 
to cover a wide variety of applications. In the case of queuing systems 
with triggered bulk service, our results apply directly, with V(t) inter- 
preted as the number of customers or the work in the queue at time t. 
In the case of continuous-review, instantaneous-replenishment i ventory 
systems, the variable of interest is 4 - V(t), the inventory in the system 
at time t. An order for an amount 4 is placed and immediately received 
whenever this variable reaches 0, which corresponds to the clearing 
operation whenever V(t) reaches 4. To determine the stationary distri- 
bution of Q - V(t), of course it suffices to find the stationary distribution 
of V(t), as we have done. 
These and other applications are discussed in [ 241. In particular, the 
results of this paper are used there to determine the optimal value of 4 
when there is a fixed cost associated with clearing (ordering) operation 
and a variable cost associated with the quantity (inventory) in the system. 
The classical economic-lot-size model of inventory theory emerges as a 
special case. 
‘K’here are many ways in which the results of this paper could be ex- 
tended or generalized. The following are a few of the possibilities: 
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(i) Special cases not considered in this paper could be analyzed, using 
the present results. For example, compound processes with batch-size 
distributions other than exponential or degenerate could be considered. 
Also, processes that are the sums of deterministic and compound com- 
ponents form a class of theoretical as well as practical interest. Analysis 
of such processes would be complicated by the fact that the clearing 
level q can be exceeded both continuously and by jumps. 
(ii) Stopping times other than those of the form X, = T(q) could be 
used to define the clearing times. For example, the system could be 
cleared whenever, the level q is reached or exceeded, rather than only 
when it is strictly exceeded. That is, let X1 = r(q), where 
RY) = Wt: Y(t) 2 Y) = SUP(~: r(t) < yj . 
It can easily be shown that TQ) < t - Y(t) >, y as long as Y(t) is non- 
decreasing and right-continuous. Most of the results of this paper carry 
over to clearing times of this form, mutatis mutandi. In particular, a 
stationary version { V*(t), t r* 0) of ( V(t), t 2 0) exists and 
where v(y) = E( F@)}. Of course, @j(y) and W(y) coincide if W(y) is 
continuous (e.g., if (Y(t), t 2 0) has stationary independem increments 
and a > 0 or o(O) =: 00, or if { Y(t), t >, 0) is a compound process and the 
batch-size distribution is continuous). In this case the stationary distri- 
bution of V(t) is the same for both types of clearing time. In the case of 
a unit input process (Example 3.6), w(q) = (q)/X (where (y) denotes the 
smallest integer >y) and thus the stationary distribution of V(t) coin- 
cides with that for X, = T(q), except when q is an integer, in which case 
V*(t) is uniformly distributed on the integers 0, 1, . . . . q - 1, and 
E{ V*(t)) = +(q - 1). 
One could also consoler more complicated tearing rules, defined by 
conditions on the behavior of the process before as well as at the clearing 
instant. 
(iii) The assumption that (Y(t), t 2 0) is non-decreasing could be re- 
ne could again consider both compound 
with stationary independent increments. Include 
are the Brownian motion process, whose first-pa 
well-known [6, p. 17 11. Also included are proc 
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ence of two non-decreasing processes with stationary independent incre- 
ments (cf. [ 71; also [ 14, pp. 249-25 1 ] ). A commonly encountered 
example takes the form (Y(t) - t, t 2 0}, where { Y(t), t 2 0) is a non- 
decreasing compound Poisson process. This process appears in connec- 
tion with the virtual-waiting-time process of an M/G/l queue, in contin- 
uous-time dam models, and in collective-risk theory. The first-passage time 
distributions of this process and its negative, (t - Y(t), t >, 0) are well- 
known (cf. [ 14, Ch. 2, and pp. 236-2401; also [ 131). 
(iv) Perhaps the most desirable xtension of our model, from the 
standpoint of realism, would be to remove the .i.ndependence conditions: 
the requirement that the interarrival and batch-size sequences in a com- 
pound process be renewal sequences, and the requirement that the incre- 
ments be independent in processes with stationary independent incre- 
ments. In the former case, a natural extension is to require only that the 
interarrival and batch-size sequences be stationary sequences. Under this 
assumption, for the special case of unit input, it is possible to reproduce 
at least partially the results of Section 3 (in particular, to show that 
IQ v*(t)1 = 34 when 4 is an integer; see [ 231). In the latter case, a natural 
extension is to require that the increments of (Y(t), t 2 0) be stationary, 
but not necessarily independent. 
Point processes of this type have been studied by Khintchine [ 111, 
I3eutler and Leneman [ 11, and others. Rather non-intuitive results have 
been obtained with this approach, however (see [ 1, pp. 187- 189]), and 
it is not clear that it would be a fruitful method for studying stochastic 
clearing systems. 
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